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Abstract 

A novel cryptographic primitive (ATYP) is presented in form of a symmetric stream cipher derived from 

an iterated, fractal, trapdoor permutation with polynomial pre-image span (PPS) and input obfuscation 

(iO). The described fractal transform outputs a Real numbered hash function which maintains an 

enfolding, parameterized, information conserving Boolean identity. Binary modulation of the hash 

identity is mediated via forward-feed of an inverse-error dependent, deterministic variable. The 

forward-feed operating as an avalanche secure pseudo-random generator (PRG), consequent to the 

inverse function’s ternary, step-wise, floating point error and the concurrent, ternary-permissive, binary 

integration of plain-text. Taken together, the enfolding hash identity and its associated trapdoor allow 

an invertible bijection. Somewhat counter-intuitively, the hash function’s pre image correlation is shown 

to enhance key strength in the setting of PPS. 
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Introduction 

 

Whilst diverse arrays of cryptographic forms exist, the underlying methods for extracting pseudo-

randomness are but relatively few. One might characterize extant methods as derived from extracting 

‘hard to invert’ bits from computationally complex, difficult, or ambiguous mathematical identities and 

superimposing this harvested pseudo-randomness onto plaintext.  

Underpinning pseudo-random confusion, modular number form and finite field arithmetic provide the 

base tier of diffusion essential to all modern cryptography. 

 

By contrast, the Real numbered ATYP function presented here, generates polynomial span pseudo-

randomness & obfuscation through an iterative fractal mapping of inverse error feed-forward onto a 

message generated, Boolean-parameterized information space. That is to say, it is a fractal self-mapping 

of plaintext and algorithmic error combined, with abstracted Boolean output obfuscated between the 

hash identity and an associated trapdoor index. 

This construction essentially creates a temporally finite function, predicated upon forward-feed of 

algorithmic error. These temporal constraints will be explored more fully at a later stage. 

For cryptographic primitives, hardcore predicates with poly pre-image span are highly desirable [1]. Pre-

image correlation on the other hand, is a problematic attribute. Ostensibly, leakage of pre-image 

negates the ‘hardness’ of any extractable predicate. However, Bellare[1] demonstrates that poly-many 

hardcore bits can be extracted from any one-way function (OWF) and by extension, hardcore functions 

may be constructed over correlated inputs with the added assumption of input obfuscation. These 

results are shown to have application for deterministic public key exchange (D-PKE). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Floating Point Error & Function Conditioning 

 

With machine computation, floating point error and function conditioning impact accuracy of arithmetic 

operations in a manner which,  when controlled for, may serve to maintain algorithmic integrity or at 

the other extreme, give rise to catastrophic error. Propagation of floating point errors and their 

dynamics are complex though well described and formally understood, aspects of numerical analysis 

[Knuth]. In the specific instance of iterative fractional mappings, cascading exponential error is an 

obvious consequence of algorithmic inversion. 

By way of a ‘touchstone’ in defining machine precision with regards to floating point accuracy, The 

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) in ANSI/IEEE Standard 754-1985 (&2008) for Binary 

Floating-Point Arithmetic state; “One convenient measure of its size is called a unit in the last place, 

abbreviated ulp. The least significant bit of the fraction of a floating-point number in its standard 

representation is its last place. The value represented by this bit (e.g., the absolute difference between 

the two numbers whose representations are identical except for this bit) is a unit in the last place of that 

number. If the computed result is obtained by rounding the true result to the nearest representable 

number, then clearly the round-off error is no larger than half a unit in the last place of the computed 

result.” 

Function conditioning refers to the inherent magnification or amelioration of computational error 

arising from sensitivity to changes in input values of a function. The inverse error for    (  )   ( ), 

given by,        (  )   ( ). Importantly, we note specified floating point range           . 

For fractional exponentiation at some fixed floating point precision, inverse error does vary 

exponentially with inverse proportion to the magnitude of the function exponent. For instance; in 

restricting arithmetic range & precision to two decimal places then obviously,        has a 

recoverable root whereas         does not. Or by pigeon-hole principle, the codomain of  ( )  

             , is two magnitudes larger than the range of the domain of          .  

Those examples might appear too trivial to warrant noting however, in constructing this algorithm we 

eschew any notional axiom of choice and consequently, quantization of floating point error within 

normed range is implicit to the function’s operation. N.B; Extra precision is assumed in rounding 

operations but is not carried in function inputs. 

As our  ( )   (  ), is a mapping of approximately similar set magnitude, it follows from this structure 

that the function behaves in a ‘reasonably’ well-conditioned manner. Well-conditioned enough for the 

inverse error propagation to satisfy certain minimum entropy conditions, which shall be explored more 

fully in due course. 



1. Graph of inverse ± ULP error over range of values 1.01 – 1.12 for variable ‘c’ iterated with pseudo-random variance ± 0.001. 

Shaded area indicates variable range for discrete f(x) output. X-axis range is for variable values, not function outputs. 

 

Algorithm 

 

For operation upon the real numbers over the simple Cartesian number line, there exists a (relatively) 

well-conditioned, iterative, two-step polynomial of modified discriminant form,  ( )  (    )   . 

Where for expository purposes, assuming:         ,                

Such that the    [     ] exhibits some, pseudo-random, binomial distribution. 

Then  (  )   (    ) traverses a correlated binary decision tree,  ( )    {   }. 

Where the pseudo-random distribution of      is parameterized within discrete limits, |    |    |. 

 

The iteration of this function constitutes a fractional contraction- reflection transform around the 

Cartesian symmetry points of; 0, -1, 1. 

For inputs  ( )              , a contractive-squaring and transform around 0 -1, is followed by a 

the expansive reflection-transform relative to -1 1. 

The approximate congruence between a fractional squaring of magnitude              is exploited 

in achieving the parameterized return of      relative to 1 0. 
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2. Pseudo-random distribution |    |    | of function  ( ) outputs for variables [    ] over 500 iterations 

 

 

For regression         of the inverse function,    ( ). 

Where,    ( )  √ √(   )    . 

With reliable machine operation, at some specified floating point precision i.e.;            . 

Where    is a rounded, *truncated, floating point integer of precision  . 

Then, within prescribed parameters, the inverse function is well enough conditioned that, 

   (  )     (    ) rests within   one u.l.p of  (    ). 

And as such, the inverse function maps a surjective, ternary, inheritance node,          . 

Such that,    (  )   (    )
 
       . 

Where the inverse function’s default is always    but the inverse ‘child’ leaf with true inheritance 

correspondence to  (    ) may be any one of       . 

Returning to the expository assumption of random allocation of variables,     . 

Assuming that for function  (    ), we may forward cast either of the variables in terms of the 

preceding node’s   … 

Such that,             and allowing   
[    ]

 to operate on some external binary set,    

As  [        ]   , then the ‘free’ binary coding opportunity afforded in the case   
[    ]

 has   [ 

 
] 

Because of the default behaviour,    ( )    , there is no way to verify if      (    ). 

Unless the inheritance identity of    (    ) is separately recorded in a trapdoor file. 

 

The binary description of a ternary identity necessitates a redundant bit representation. Algorithm 

output is therefore split into a two-state stream comprising the real numbered hashing identity and its 

Boolean identity   , and the trapdoor index,  . Although there are varying ways of configuring 
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redundant bit representations, for the sake of symmetry, the lateral leaves of the ternary inheritance 

tree,      , are assigned as error- correcting identities, denoted in  {   } as       , with the default 

inverse identity,     . 

The trapdoor index is thus equivalent to applying an     gate without bit-flip to the hash stream. 

The Boolean hash identity  {   }, is assigned as per ternary inputs;             [   ]
. 

 , is therefore a differing input obfuscation (diO) of plaintext and algorithmic error whilst   , is an input 

obfuscation (iO) of   itself. On its own,    leaks no direct information of the plaintext but this is 

complicated by the fact that   has pre-image correlation, such that it is an ‘extractable witness’ for 

some limited poly   of span,  . The pre-image correlation of   indicates this function to be an 

extractable (trapdoor) one-way function (EOWF). 

This constitutes a complete negation of cryptographic security if the hashing identity is public, as   

represents a public key (  ), where pre-image correlation along with combined knowledge of      , 

permits full recovery of      . 

*Whilst the truncation of rounded results here is superfluous, the description is retained to emphasize that specified precision is maintained. 

 

Poly-Span ‘Lock & Tumbler’ Construction 

 

Assuming the hash identity is used as a public key and the trapdoor index is also published, a separate 

private key is necessitated. 

A private key may be iterated onto the hash function if it is applied to the function’s decimal units of 

lesser significance so as not to interfere with discrete correlation of the binary identity. On outputs of 

fourteen decimal places in range, this allows application of a key-space onto the function of up to ten 

unit places of least significance, yielding an ostensible 80-bit key length. A longer key-length however, 

may be iterated sequentially as a block ‘key chaining’. For example; five such key sequences in iterative 

succession yields a combined, 400-bit key length. Block-chained iteration yields a polynomial-span key 

(PSK). 

 

For an adversary attempting to extract any pre-image of  , a key error in the decimal place of most 

significance (MSP) results in an immediate ‘out of range’ (OOR) function condition. At fourteen decimal 

places of precision however, an error of one single ULP for this function takes 25 iterations to dilate 

OOR. Decimal placeholders therefore, have logarithmically increasing cryptographic strength in inverse 

proportion to placeholder significance. 

Ostensibly, this appears to hold out promise of a simple adversarial key test by incremental order of 

significance. 

… elaboration> 

 



Discussion 

Although the resultant ‘trapdoor-index table’ output is larger than the external data set operated upon, 

the lower entropy of this file indicates it should remain compressible by conventional means. 

 

A ‘two-bit’ equation… 

 

A continuous, boolean, fractional equation, cannot function as a deterministic Turing machine with 

singular binary entropy conservation unless the output constitutes some random ‘Oracle’ sequence. 

This is impossible over a dismally finite number field, unless the ‘Oracle’ is also a finite loop. 

Gobbeldeygook^… 

 

Without a trapdoor, the hashing alone cannot operate as a collision free hash function. 

The surjective, ternary error relationship between this equation and its inverse would therefore appear 

to represent a functional limit upon entropy conservation in continuous fractional equations. 

In conclusion, without access to the hash key(s), the trapdoor index is encrypted to the order of,  (  ) 
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